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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Moses, and Other Poems Flag
of Our Country. Chorus. God of our fathers! Ruler of nations! To Thee we pledge hearts and hands,
true and bold, Vowing to safeguard the Star-Spangled Banner! Loving forever each star, stripe and
fold! One happy people, we hail from all nations, From each receiving a trait, strong or fine; Proud
of all labor, all softness despising - Under the flag all our powers we combine. Foes ever confront us,
but Hope fails us never; Faithful we triumph by wisdom and nerve Reaping the rightful reward of our
labor, Under the Flag we will watch, work and serve. True to our fathers, we ll fight for our standards
- Standards of justice and freedom for all; Greed overcoming, our lineage proving, Quick to respond
to our forefathers call! Arms here we offer, strong for all labor; Hands here we offer, quick, firm and
clean; Hearts full of courage and love for our neighbor; Hearts true to God, ever near tho unseen.
About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication could be worthy of a study, and superior to other. it was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. I am just easily could possibly get a
delight of reading through a published pdf.
-- Prof. Bernie Torphy-- Prof. Bernie Torphy

I just started o  reading this article ebook. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just very happy to let you know that this is the best
ebook i actually have read through inside my individual daily life and can be he finest ebook for possibly.
-- Dayne Johns-- Dayne Johns
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